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ABSTRACT
The visualization of the Gorontalonese bridal costume worn at the wedding reception is increasingly diverse in terms of the modification forms. The modification can be seen in the design elements including shape, texture, color, material, and accessory. Furthermore, the modification of the current costume makes the functional value of the bridal costume different from the already patterned one, which can be seen from its social, symbolic, and economic values of the Gorontalo community. The data in this study was collected through the review of books and previous studies related to the wedding clothing, the interviews, and the observation of bridal costumes and analyzed using the qualitative data analysis approach. The observation of unmodified bridal costume objects was done at the Dulahopa Traditional House in Gorontalo, while that of modified bridal costume objects was conducted on the widely used bridal costumes within the last two years in Gorontalo. The purpose of this study was to find out the aspects underlying the modification of bridal costume in Gorontalo. The results show that Gorontalo people tend to choose modified wedding dresses in the wedding party. Moreover,
this study suggests that the bridal costume modification is influenced by the family’s social status in Gorontalonese community, migratory Gorontalonese people (staying outside the area of origin), and technological advancement.
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**INTRODUCTION**

The people of Gorontalo have a cultural diversity, including the traditional wedding costume. The use of the bride and groom costumes cannot be separated in the wedding party. Nevertheless, this study specifically discusses the object of the bridal costume since it has many elements of costume design that is highly possible to be modified.

Various forms of Gorontalonese bridal costume recently represent a form of that worn by the empress and princess in the heyday of the Kingdom of Gorontalo. The elements of the Gorontalonese traditional costume design as a royal fashion has a symbolic meaning associated with the life in the era of the kingdom. The transition of the clothing function from the royal fashion into a wedding dress creates its own meaning. Some of the fashion elements show accessory functions and some have symbolic meanings adapted to the previous ones.

The symbolic value of Gorontalonese bridal costume is symbolized through its clothing elements, including shape, texture, color, accessories, and formation. As claimed by Gustami (2008:4), accessories often contain certain symbolic values for their supportive communities like the philosophies of life and certain hopes. The accessories that have particular symbolic meanings will certainly not be (stay) as their original forms due to the development in various aspects.

The clothing field is dynamically developing and always changing at a certain time. The change of artwork is not only because a work is no longer considered important, but it can be caused by adjustments to certain aspects so as to be accepted by society (Hauser, 1985:521). The aesthetic character of Gorontalonese bridal costume which has many symbolic values lies in its silhouette, the number of attributes, color, accessories, and the way of its formation.

In this study, the phenomenon of the modification of Gorontalonese bridal costume was analyzed to investigate aspects underlying the modification of bridal costume in Gorontalo. The objects of the observed wedding costume are divided into two, i.e. unmodified costumes observed at the Doluhupa Traditional House in Gorontalo and modified costumes observed on those widely used within the last two years (2015-2017).

The values given by Edmun Burke’s theory, three functions of art according to Feldman, personal functions of art, the social functions of art, and the physical functions of art (Feldman, 1967:4). Aspects to consider before designing using Victor Papanek (1985:7) theory “the function complex”. In addition, the technological influence on the development of the bridal costume was examined based on the UNESCAP’s (1989) theory which claims that a technology consists of four components, which interact with each other in a transformation process, including technoware, humanware, infoware, and orgaware. The objects of analysis in the UNESCAP’s theory include technoware and infoware aspects. The technoware aspect includes tools and equipment (Lasalewo, 2010:66). Meanwhile, the technoware aspect referred to in this study includes tools, materials, and the process of the creation of bridal headwear.

This study was aimed at investigating aspects underlying the modification of the bride costume worn at a wedding reception in Gorontalo. The results of this study are expected to make the people of Gorontalo, especially the readers of this article, able to understand and interpret the aspects that give effect the birth of various forms of wedding dress modification. The data of this study was collected through literature review, interview, and the observation on the Gorontalo bridal costume objects, both unmodified and modified was done within the last two years (2015-2017).
The literature review was focused on the research results related to the wedding dress. The interview was conducted on the people of Gorontalo who are related to the phenomenon of Gorontalonese bridal costume development, including providers of bridal equipment (fashion studios), bridal makeup artists, community leaders, and bridal costume users.

The observation was directly done on the displayed costumes, those worn by the brides, and wedding photos or videos. In the case of displayed costumes, the observation was conducted at the Dulohupa Traditional House in Gorontalo as an unmodified fashion. Costume objects in Dulohupa Traditional House, the elements of fashion designs still contained the symbolic values of Gorontalonese traditional dress. In addition, direct observations were also made at the wedding ceremonies in the region of Gorontalo so as to see the highly demanded fashion forms. Observations on photos of Gorontalonese marriage were also made to discover the development of Gorontalo bridal costume from 2015 to 2017. A qualitative data collection technique was needed to answer the problem statements.

The qualitative research analysis method included preparing and organizing data, reducing data, and displaying data (Creswell, 2015:251). Meanwhile, the data analysis employed sociological and technological approaches. Sachari (2005:149-150) stated that design objects can be observed through several approaches such as political, cultural, environmental, technological, aesthetic value, communication, social, and economic. This study applied two approaches from Sachari, e.i. technological and social. The descriptive analysis results found that there were several aspects underlying the modification of the bridal costume worn at the wedding reception in Gorontalo. These aspects include the social influence existing in the community, the influence of migratory people of Gorontalo, and the technological influence.

**DISCUSSION**

The modification of Gorontalonese bridal costume is influenced by social aspects and technological influence. Social aspect in question is the presence of social groups in the community and the existence of rantau community living outside the area of origin such as Jakarta. The development of clothing from time to time also influences the visualization of Gorontalonese current wedding dress. One aspect that promotes such a clothing development is the technological advances, such as those in the textile industry. Technological advances characterize that a community has undergone the development and alteration in the use of simple and traditional techniques towards the use of scientific knowledge (Weiner, 1977:60).

The development of the textile industry makes the visualization of the bridal costume more diverse from the material aspect and the way of its formation. The modified Gorontalonese wedding dress has given birth to different meanings and aesthetic values from before. Aryanto’s (2008) study discussing the meaning of signs in modern bridal costume found a change in Javanese bridal costume as a result of the representation of cultural shifts and the blend of gamut values with the effects of modernization. Meanwhile, Meyrasyawati (2013) who studied the symbolization of culture and religion in Muslim Javanese wedding dress found that Muslim Javanese wedding dress has served as a means of creating the identity or popularity of the wearers.

Previous studies indicate that the form of wedding dress development has changed the previous meanings into different values. In other words, fashion elements which contain a symbolic meaning no longer correspond to what was symbolized before. In contrast to the previous studies, a study conducted by Wulandari et al., (2012) which investigated the role of Solonese bridal makeup artists found that the modified bridal makeup did not change the meaning beforehand. Based on the previous studies, the development of the wedding dress and bridal makeup does have different results.
Wedding costume is much related to the elements of fashion design that form it, so it is possible to create new meanings. This is different from the modified bridal makeup, which is generally limited to the color aspect, the values contained can still be maintained. Any form of clothing development that becomes a fad will be a fashion followed by people either individually or communally. A fashion will apply at a certain place and time. A fashion is usually heavily influenced by clothing materials (Kawamura, 2005:4).

The phenomenon of the modification of Gorontalonese bridal costume is influenced by social aspects, namely social status in the society and the influence of migratory communities living outside the area of origin (in Jakarta). Humans as social beings will experience social changes that are influenced by various factors. External and internal factors include cultural (culture, sub-culture, and social class), social (reference groups, families, role, and status), personal (age, life cycle, occupation, economic situation, and lifestyle), and psychological (motivation, perception, learning, and trust) factors (Kotler, 1989).

From several factors put forward by Kotler, there are factors influencing the modification of Gorontalonese wedding costume, i.e. social factor, including the role and social class in society. The fashion modification will make the value of the fashion function different from before. The traditional wedding dress as an art product has certain symbolic meanings that have been already patterned. Art, as a product of a community, is created by taking into consideration a number of factors (Hauser, 1985:92). Similarly, the wedding dress as a cultural object is designed by considering various factors. According to Citra, the owner of Busana Citra Modeste Studio, interviewed in Gorontalo on October 4, 2016, the main consideration in determining the materials used to make bridal costumes is the color and the radiance of the fabric. In term of the radiance, she prefers choosing lustrous fabrics, yet comfortable for use.

Considerations in designing a wedding dress will depend on those involved in the design process. The designers modify the Gorontalonese bridal costume by taking into account its artistic values. Art, as understood by people today, is linked to beauty, while beauty is understood as a certain quality or trait contained in a form or visual elements of art (Simatupang, 2013:6). The aesthetics focus more on the forms of art through the process of its creation. The aesthetic value itself is obtained from those who observe and enjoy an artwork.

Through an observation, one will have the ability to assess and appreciate a work of art. Assessing an artwork can be seen from its concept or idea of creation, creativity, or technique of creation. The results of this study indicate that the modification of the bridal costume used at the wedding reception in Gorontalo was influenced by family’s social status in the community, the migratory people of Gorontalo, and technological factor.

The Influence of Social Status

The family’s social status gives effect to the modified bridal wedding costume. The social layers of Gorontalo people are divided into two, namely pure and vague social layers. The pure social layer is manifested in power, religion, customary leader, and education, while the vague social layer is manifested by heredity, power, seniority, and education (Domili et al., 2000: 71-73).

Families are an environment closest to human life. For some people of Gorontalo, the family’s influence still plays an important role in giving consideration related to how a marriage ceremony will look like. Through a marriage, a new family is formed and will enter within the scope of extended families. Therefore, a family has a role in preparing the traditional wedding party. Many things need to be prepared for the wedding party, including the preparation of wedding dress. In the past, all preparations for the marriage procession were arranged by the family, but it is now beginning to change. In choosing the wedding dress, the people of Gorontalo generally pay attention to their social status and their economic condition.
A family with higher social status, as reflected by its powers or positions in government offices, tends to choose modified bridal costumes in the procession of marriage. A family that holds a position in the government tends to make their wedding luxurious and impressive. The impression of their luxurious wedding parties can be seen from the processes and the wedding costumes. This is what motivates the wedding dress studios or designers to modify the Gorontalo wedding dress. However, it was found that the community groups whose family members are government officials, although choosing modified costumes, still pay attention to the Gorontalo’s cultural values which are visible on the clothing elements of structure and color.

The already patterned colors are called the tilabataila colors, which are red, yellow, green or purple. Yamin Husain, a Gorontalo’s cultural elite, interviewed in Gorontalo on July 4, 2016, stated that certain colors excluding the established ones are allowed to use but no longer have symbolized values. The picture below shows the son of the Gorontalo Regent who chose to wear modified wedding costumes. Modifications are found in the costume accessories and on the back of the skirt coupled with a cloth that has a tassel. These tassels did not change the structure of the previous clothing.

The cultural values on the Gorontalones bridal costume are found on the clothing form or silhouette, color, and attributes. The color is a clothing element that can be directly seen and known directly. The aesthetic features of Gorontalones bridal colors are bright. Visually, bright colors in Gorontalones bridal costume are to give the feel of joy and charm (Hariana, 2013). In term of color aspect, the selected colors should symbolize traditional colors, namely red, yellow, green, and purple. In its development, the bright dark is also used. Hue is a term used to refer to the name of a color, the value is the dark color, while intensity is related to the brightness or gloom of a color (Meilani, 2013:327). Creative colors are used more in the formation of hijab.

Hijab is one aspect that is utilized to form new aesthetics in the Gorontalones wedding dress. As revealed by Nasrullah (2013:243), when an image goes into Muslim fashion, then the process of its formation is no longer merely a cover of aurat (parts of the body which should not be exposed under Islamic religious law) but has another value. Setiawan also stated that there has been a change in the function of the underwear into a showy function that prioritizes the beauty of clothing. Clothing that is deliberately displayed for the showy purpose will have different functions from general casual clothing. The difference can be found in the media or material aspects used by Setiawan (2015:178).

Costumes worn by the Gorontalones brides at their wedding party, in addition to functioning as a cultural object, serves as a showpiece. It is said the showpiece because the costume is selected by taking into account a variety of considerations in order to appear attractive in front of the invited guests. The
development in the form aspect includes the outline of costume, i.e. the clothes, skirts, breast cover, and hand cover (still using the actual forms).

The form modification is seen in the silhouette, which should be loosely sized, turning into a size following the shape of the bridal body. Rasni, the owner of Tri Nur Clothing Studio, interviewed in Gorontalo on October 4, 2016, stated that Gorontalo people currently prefer choosing a wedding costume whose the size of the upper part and the lower part (skirt) fits the body (not loose). As admitted by Erna, a bridal costume’s consumer, interviewed in Gorontalo on October 4, a wedding dress will be comfortable to use if the size fits the body shape. This is evidenced by the observations on the costumes worn by the brides that generally follow the shape of the bride’s body.

The accessory aspect is also maintained by using attributes made of metal (brass or silver). Haryono (2001:21) suggests three forms of material culture, i.e. subsystem, technology, and sociology. Metal is one form of material used to create an attribute of Gorontalo wedding dress followed by cultural symbols through its accessory variety.

An accessory often contains symbolic values for the supportive community and contains life views and philosophies as well as certain hopes (Gustami, 2008:4). The additional accessories that can more beautify the look of the wedding costume include sparkling beads and gemstones. An accessory variety, in addition to serving to give symbolic meanings, also aims to increase the value of its beauty. As claimed by Kuntjoro-Jakti (2010:248), accessories as a cultural element are aimed to achieve an aesthetic value in a particular social context. For instance, accessories in Minangkabau traditional wedding dress imply messages about the guidance to achieve a happy life (Maresa, 2009:269). Similarly, the accessories of the Gorontalonese wedding dress have a meaning that aims to guide the bride and groom to create a prosperous and happy family.

The development of fashion has led the people of Gorontalo to no longer focus on symbols as a basis for selecting the wedding dress to be used. Currently, the selection of wedding dress is considered more on the social status in a community. Ordinary/general people tend to choose a wedding dress based on their economic ability. The economic factor becomes a consideration so as to adjust to the bride family’s ability. The family must have a calculation of the costs of the wedding. Therefore, an income affects a person in choosing a wedding dress.

The Influence of Migratory Community

The migratory people living outside their area of origin (Gorontalo) who are directly involved as the providers of wedding fashion equipment will greatly influence the birth of various modifications to Gorontalonese wedding costume. Fashion studios located outside the area of origin such as Jakarta highly influence the birth of modified forms of wedding dress. Jakarta as a metropolitan city enables many opportunities for making wedding dress creative designs. The availability of tools and materials in big cities contribute to generating more attractive fashion ideas.

Based on the preliminary study, there are factors that influence the birth of modifications to Gorontalonese bridal costume, i.e. technological and sociological factors (Hariana et al., 2016). Technological factors include tools, materials, the process of creation, and the influence of social media. While social factors are related to the ideas of the fashion designers. Clothing designs will always pay attention to fashion trends in certain periods.

Clothing which has an artistic value cannot be separated from the design visualization, including the clothing elements. The embodiment of clothing through the design process can mean piece, model, shape, or good, nice or beautiful shape (Tahid & Nurcahyanie, 2007:37). All human activities are designs because an activity starts from plan-
A design is the main matrix in human life or design is the conscious effort to impose meaningful order. A design should be planned in order to make it better or more meaningful than before. Therefore, a design must have a purpose and a function (Papanek, 1985:3-4).

Gorontalo people, in modifying the bridal costumes, are very dependent on the availability of tools and materials in the region of Gorontalo. The modification also takes into consideration who the wearer is. If the target consumers can afford a high price, the designers will be willing to seek a variety of good quality accessories, even until outside of the region of Gorontalo. But on the other hand, consumers who can only afford a lower price can use accessories that are already available in Gorontalo so as not to incur additional costs such as the delivery fee.

This indicates that the creative ideas of the Gorontalonese bridal costume are influenced by the technological advances. As suggested by Wagiran (2007:42), the field of information and technology has an effect on the human life, i.e. generating new thinking.

The Influence of Tools, Materials, and Process

The role of technological aspect in the modification of Gorontalonese wedding costume is seen in the availability of adequate tools and materials, as well as the growing influence of social media. The increasingly varied tools and materials highly contribute to growing the wedding fashion. The aesthetic features of the Gorontalo bridal attribute are made of brass. Formerly, the attributes of Gorontalonese bridal costumes were made manually using the tatah technique. In its development, the tatah technique is replaced with the ketok technique. Although the ketok technique is done also manually, the process is easier and faster than using the tatah technique. These two techniques create different aesthetic values. The tatah technique produces attribute with more raised shapes than the ketok technique. The difference of the end results of the costume attributes made using the tatah and ketok techniques can be seen in the following Figure.

Figure 2. The attributes of the head part made using the tatah technique
(Author Documentation, Yogyakarta June 29, 2016)

Figure 3. Attribute bridal costume/bracelet using ketok technique
(Author Documentation, Gorontalo July 4, 2016)

The Gorontalo bridal costume attributes made using the tatah technique look more aroused than using the ketok technique. The fashion studios prefer making clothing attributes using the ketok technique. This technique is chosen because the process is faster and the cost is cheaper. As time goes by, the material to make the attributes is not only brass but also other materials, including self-formed textile materials and already-formed textile materials which resemble the attributes of Gorontalo bridal costume. The picture below is a modified form of the decoration of the skirt that should use the material of brass made modification of the textile material.
The fashion studios that still use brass for their bridal attributes prefer ordering the attributes outside the area of origin, especially from Yogyakarta. In this war, the studios can get a cheaper price. This is because, in Java, the raw materials for the attributes are easy to obtain. In addition, the attributes of the wedding dress can be made either manually or using a machine. The machine-driven technique makes the products much smoother, the process faster, and the cost cheaper.

The textile materials in the form of cloths used to make the wedding clothes and skirts are also more varied. Generally, the materials are chosen to make the bridal costumes by considering the texture of the materials. The smooth, sleek, and lustrous materials are chosen. These features are found in satin and silk. The bridal dress producers prefer satin to silk since the selling price of satin is cheaper than that of silk. Silk fabrics are usually chosen to make a combination of hijab. Wearing a hijab is considered a fantasy of enjoyment of other forms of hijab clothing as part of the accessories. The phenomenon of wearing the hijab is part of the fashion trend (Suhendra, 2013:18).

**The Influence of Social Media**

Another role of technological aspects in the modification of Gorontalonese wedding costume is the influence of social media. The internet as a social media is considered a fast way of accessing information about the latest fashion trends. The designers of traditional wedding dresses need to have an artistic insight, socio-cultural understanding, and understanding of aesthetic value. Such understanding is necessary so the created clothing contains an artistic value. Instagram, one of the social media apps, has an important role in displaying modified Gorontalonese bridal costumes. The wedding dress service providers admit that it is very easy to promote their products through Instagram. A fashion studio or a bridal makeup artist uploading photos of wedding parties/ceremonies using his/her service is one form of communication media.
Through uploading such photos, fashion studios and wedding makeup artists will spread a lot of information about the services/products they offer/sell. Frequently, if many people like the photos, the potential users/customers will be interested to use the products/services or recommend them to friends or family. The people of Gorontalo, in choosing their favorite wedding costumes to be worn at the wedding ceremony, are much inspired by social media such as Instagram and Facebook. These social media apps are utilized by the owners of wedding dress rental services in Gorontalo to promote their products. It also allows the rental service customers to access the desired fashion by visiting their social media account homes. A wedding dress is one of the art products shown to the wider community in the wedding procession. According to Morris (Morris, 2002:319-321), clothing has three functions, i.e. comfort-protection, cultural display, and modesty. An embodiment of clothing will be in accordance with its function as it is made by taking into account the visual elements. Its social function will indirectly affect the various groups of people present at a wedding party by way of thinking or feeling so it can affect the way they act (Feldman 1967:38).

CONCLUSIONS

There are two factors that contribute to the creation of modified bridal costume in Gorontalo, i.e. social and technological factors. The social factor includes the desire of the bride’s family or the bride herself to appear luxurious and impressive on the day of her marriage. Other factors are higher family social status such as families holding power or position in government offices, as well as the increasingly widespread role of social media in spreading fashion fashions. The technological aspect includes the interaction between tools, materials, and processes in making a more varied bride costume. Another technological aspect is the influence of social media.

Gorontalo people, in general, have chosen a modified wedding dress to wear at the wedding. Groups of people who have powers or positions in government offices tend to choose modified wedding costumes but still pay attention to the Gorontalo’s cultural aspects. Aspects that are still maintained include the structure, color, and metal attributes although these elements are considered expensive. Meanwhile, groups of general people tend to pay attention to the price in choosing a modified wedding dress. The local designers in Gorontalo have already had the creative ideas of modifying the Gorontalonese bridal costume. These ideas are emerged due to the availability of new tools, materials, and new techniques for creating and utilizing the available technology. The following Figure shows a modified bridal costume that uses a variety of accessories from textile materials in lieu of costume attributes made of brass.

A modified bridal costume can have functional values if it is made using certain considerations, including to whom the wedding dress is made (social class), the trend in the bridal costume, and the technology related to the availability of tools, materials, and the creating processes.

Through this study, it is hoped that the phenomenon of Gorontalonese bridal costume development receives the attention from related stakeholders in the region of Gorontalo. They are expected to observe the extent to which the development of Gorontalonese wedding costume is influenced by various aspects. In this way, the aspects that influence such a development can be further analysis materials to satisfy the needs of the people of Gorontalo in general. They are also encouraged to take into consideration the way the wedding costume is modified by not eliminating its aesthetic characteristics as a manifestation of Gorontalonese culture.

RESPONDENS

1. Bapak Yamin Husain
   A Gorontalo’s cultural elite, interviewed in Gorontalo on July 4, 2016.
2. Ibu Citra
   As the owner of a clothing studio ‘Citra Modeste, interviewed in Gorontalo on October 4, 2016.
3. Ibu Rasni
As the owner of a clothing studio “Tri Nur” interviewed in Gorontalo on October 4, 2016.

4. Ibu Vivin
As a consumer of bridal costume, married in Gorontalo August 10, 2015.

5. Ibu Erna
As a consumer of bridal costume, married in Gorontalo November 14, 2015.
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